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New York Rock Band Hotel Security Releases
Raucous New Single "Forget It"

New York, NY — Brace yourself for Hotel Security’s thunderous new single, "Forget It,"
released today on all major streaming services. An adrenaline-charged metal-inspired anthem,
“Forget It” explores throwing the past to the wayside and embracing the unknown.

In the tradition of Hotel Security’s debut self-titled 2021 album, “Forget It” delivers a relentless
aural assault by the four-piece band that draws listeners in from the start with Austin Rowley's
meaty metal guitar riffs, Luna Soturi's pounding drums, Christophe Cochon’s sturdy basslines,
and keyboardist/vocalist Matt Geline’s soaring synth pads. The frenetic yet rock-solid
instrumental, composed and arranged by Rowey, sets the stage for Geline’s lyrics, which urge
listeners to leave behind their regrets and charge headfirst into the future: “Forget it; purge your
brain; forget the pain; you will never be the same.”

In "Forget It," the band tackles the universal desire for a fresh start, but as the song reaches
the bridge, the lyrics begin to suggest that the consequences might not be worth the cost. “I
wanted to show the appeal of this radical future-forward attitude, but also the dangers, so I
thought it would be funny to make the narrator literally start having amnesia by the end of the
song,” says Geline. “So yeah, I was definitely having fun with the concept.” Adds Rowey: “This
song continues our effort to give our audience music that they enjoy, but also something that we
hope connects with their lives.”

"Forget It" continues Hotel Security’s track record of energetic rock music that isn’t afraid to
play with abstract concepts. The band has been performing at venues across NYC since 2021,
and they are excited to play “Forget It” and more new material at their next show at Young
Ethel’s in Brooklyn this Halloween (10/31/23).

Social Media:
● Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/hotelsecurityband/
● Facebook: https://facebook.com/hotel5ecurityband
● Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/@HotelSecurityBand/

About Hotel Security
Formed by keyboardist/vocalist Matt Geline and guitarist Austin Rowey in 2020, Hotel
Security is an NYC-based 4-piece alternative “pseudo-prog” rock band. They’re what
happens when a group of music nerds decide to combine the colorful chords of
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progressive rock with hard-hitting guitar riffs and catchy vocal melodies. Drawing from
artists such as Muse, Queens of the Stone Age, Electric Light Orchestra, The Strokes,
and more, the band weaves stellar soundscapes and packs a potent punch. Enjoy the
rest of your stay!


